Large-scale mobile communication systems tend to contain legacy transmission channels with narrowband bottlenecks, resulting in characteristic 'telephone-quality' audio. While higher quality codecs exist, due to the scale and heterogeneity of the networks, transmitting higher sample rate audio with modern high-quality audio codecs can be difficult in practice. This paper proposes an approach where a communication node can instead extend the bandwidth of a band-limited incoming speech signal that may have been passed through a low-rate codec. To this end, we propose a WaveNet-based model conditioned on a log-mel spectrogram representation of a bandwidth-constrained speech audio signal of 8 kHz and audio with artifacts from GSM full-rate (FR) compression to reconstruct the higher-resolution signal. In our experimental MUSHRA evaluation, we show that a model trained to upsample to 24kHz speech signals from audio passed through the 8kHz GSM-FR codec is able to reconstruct audio only slightly lower in quality to that of the Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband audio codec (AMR-WB) codec at 16kHz, and closes around half the gap in perceptual quality between the original encoded signal and the original speech sampled at 24kHz. We further show that when the same model is passed 8kHz audio that has not been compressed, is able to again reconstruct audio of slightly better quality than 16kHz AMR-WB, in the same MUSHRA evaluation.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Legacy transmission channels are still part of many large-scale communication systems. These channels introduce bottlenecks, limiting the bandwidth and the quality of speech. Often this is referenced as 'telephone-quality' audio. Upgrading all parts of the infrastructure to be compatible with higher quality audio codecs can be difficult. Thus, instead of upgrading all the communication nodes of the infrastructure, this paper proposes an approach where a communication node can instead extend the bandwidth of any incoming speech signal. To achieve that we propose a model based on WaveNet [1] , a deep generative model of audio waveforms.
WaveNet has been shown to be extremely effective at synthesizing high quality speech when conditioned on linguistic features. In addition, the WaveNet architecture has been used conditioned on log-mel spectrograms for text-to-speech [2] and other low-dimensional latent representations for speech coding [3, 4] . Given the power of the WaveNet architecture to generate high quality speech audio from a constrained conditioning representation, we extend this technology is to the problem of bandwidth extension (BWE) [5] for speech, also known as audio super-resolution [6] .
While BWE can be taken to mean the extension of a bandlimited signal to both lower-and higher-frequency regions, in this case we are particularly interested in the application to telephony, where audio is often passed through a low-rate speech codec like GSM full-rate (FR) [7] which limits the highest frequency components of the reconstructed signal to be under 4kHz, leading to lower audio quality and potential impairment of intelligibility. Therefore 978-1-7281-1123-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE we focus on the reconstruction of signals with a sample rates of 24kHz from input signals with a sample rate of 8kHz. Historically, bandwidth extension has been performed in the domain of vocoder representations of speech, using techniques like Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov models [5] ; more recently interest has grown in using neural networks either to model spectral envelopes [8] or to predict the upsampled waveform directly [6, 9, 10] , leading to quality gains over earlier methods. In our experimental evaluation, we assess the ability of our proposed model to perform bandwidth extension on narrowband signals. To illustrate the impact of our work, we show that a model trained to upsample to 24kHz speech signals passed through a GSM-FR codec at 8kHz is able to reconstruct audio which is of similar or better quality to that produced by the Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) [11] codec at 16kHz. GSM-FR is a codec used in legacy GSM mobile phone calls, while AMR-WB is the codec commonly used for 'HD-voice' calls. Although it is difficult to compare with previous work, because of lack of reproducible code and different test set splits our method achieves higher scores in a MUSHRA evaluation compared to previous work [6] .
It is worth mentioning that we believe our WaveNet core could potentially be replaced with more computationally efficient architectures such as parallel WaveNet [12] , WaveGlow [13] or Wav-eRNN [14] . These architectures have shown that it is often possible to reproduce a more computationally-tractable version of a model while maintaining similar modelling performance. In this work, we build a proof-of-concept for high-quality bandwidth extension built on WaveNet due to its superior representational power and relative ease of training, leaving open the possibility of reproducing the results using other, more computationally tractable, architectures.
TRAINING SETUP

Model Architecture
WaveNet is a generative model that models the joint probability of a waveform x = {x1, . . . , xT } as a product of conditional probabilities given the samples at previous timesteps. A conditional WaveNet model takes an additional input variable h and models this conditional distribution as
A conditional WaveNet model is used in this task. The conditioning inputs h are passed through a 'conditioning stack' consisting of five dilated convolution layers, followed by two transpose convolutions, which have the effect of upsampling the conditioning input by a factor of four. Autoregressive inputs are normalized in the range [-1, 1] and passed through a convolutional layer with filter size 4 and 512 filters. They are then fed into the core WaveNet model, which consists of three stacks of 10 dilated convolution layers, with skip connections, as in the original WaveNet architecture [1] . The dilation factor we use is 2; the filter size and number of filters are 3 and 512 respectively. The output from the skip connections is passed through two convolutional layers with 256 filters each. The output distribution over sample values is modelled using a quantized logistic mixture [15] , with 10 components.
Data preparation
Our models were trained and evaluated on the LibriTTS [16] dataset. LibriTTS is derived from the same source materials as the well-known LibriSpeech corpus [17] , but contains audio sampled at 24kHz (as opposed to 16kHz for LibriSpeech), with a resolution of 16 bits per sample. Both datasets are derived from a collection of public-domain audiobooks (and associated text) read by English speakers with a range of accents and in a variety of non-studio conditions, meaning that there is often some background noise in the recordings. The train-clean-100 and train-clean-360 subsets of the data were variously used for training, with a small proportion (1-2%) of each set held out for evaluation. Listening evaluations were conducted on the test-clean subset, which contains a disjoint set of speakers from the train sets, ensuring that no speakers present in the train set were used.
Training
The model is trained using maximum likelihood to predict the 24kHz waveform from log mel-spectrograms computed from the 8kHz band-limited waveform. As with other instances of WaveNet, there were two types of inputs to the model during training, the autoregressive inputs containing the sample from the previous timestep, and the conditioning inputs. The autoregressive inputs during training are teacher-forced, and were therefore fed high quality 24kHz audio samples. We compute log-mel spectrograms from the lower bandwidth audio as conditioning inputs.
In other words, the WaveNet described previously then models:
where xhi is the autoregressively modelled 24kHz waveform, and xlo is the 8kHz band-limited version, represented as a log melspectrogram. The xlo is used as input in the WaveNet conditioning stack.
We use the Adam [18] optimizer with a learning rate of 10 −4 , momentum set to 0.9, and epsilon set to 10 −8 . We use a total batch size of 64 over 8 Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) cores [19] , for a batch size of 8 per core.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Setup
In this evaluation we are primarily interested in the case of speech enhancement in the setting of a fixed legacy audio coding pathway, such as calls on standard GSM mobile networks. In this case, the codec typically operates with a bandwidth of 4kHz, leading to an audio waveform with an 8kHz sample rate.
To generate the training set, the LibriTTS clean-100 train set was preprocessed with the sox 1 tool, passing the original audio through the GSM-FR encoder, leading to a dataset containing an original 24kHz audio signal and a signal with an 8kHz sample rate and some further quality degradation from the application of the codec, for each utterance. To generate a training pair given an utterance in the LibriTTS training set, a 350 ms audio region from a random point in the utterance was selected. Log-mel spectrograms were generated from the 8kHz input audio in the training region using a Hann window of 50ms with a step size of 12.5ms, then mapped to 80 mel-frequency bins ranging from 125Hz up to the Nyquist frequency of the input signal. These parameters lead to conditioning vectors xlo of length 80 at a rate of 80Hz. A WaveNet network was then trained to predict the ground-truth 24kHz sample-rate audio for the same region, given the spectrograms computed from the GSM audio as conditioning. In early experiments we found that this spectrogram-conditioned approach performed better compared to feeding in a raw waveform directly as conditioning.
Results
We evaluate our models using the MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) [20] listening test methodology. Each listener is presented with the ground-truth 24kHz reference labelled as such, as well as several test items presented without being labelled: the 24kHz reference, AMR-WB encoded audio, GSM-FR encoded audio (the low-quality anchor), 8kHz audio (downsampled using the default settings in sox), the WaveNet-upsampled 8kHz-to-24kHz prediction and the WaveNet-upsampled GSM-FR-to-24kHz prediction.
Raters are requested to give each test utterance a score between 0 and 100 using a slider with equally-spaced regions labelled 'bad', 'poor', 'fair', 'good' and 'excellent'. Raters should score the hidden reference at close to 100, and the 'anchor' stimulus should receive the lowest score. Typically MUSHRA evaluations are performed with a small set of trained raters. However, the raters used in this evaluation were untrained and so each utterance was rated by 100 different raters to ensure narrow error bars. MUSHRA tests show that the model trained to predict to 24kHz from 8kHz audio directly performs slightly better than the AMR-WB codec, while the model predicting 24kHz from GSM encoded 8kHz performs only slightly worse than AMR-WB.
A set of samples was selected for the listening test from the Lib-riTTS test-clean corpus. Samples were chosen by randomly picking one utterance of between 3 and 4 seconds for each speaker in the test set. This led to 36 utterances of which 8 were selected at random for evaluation in the MUSHRA listening test.
The MUSHRA listening test results are shown in Fig. 3 . Finally, to visually illustrate the quality of a reconstructed sample, Fig. 1 depicts spectrograms of the original, the reconstructed, and the GSM-FR audio from an utterance from the LibriTTS corpus.
CONCLUSIONS
This work introduces a new WaveNet-based model for speech bandwidth extension. The model is able to reconstruct 24kHz audio from 8kHz signals that is of similar or better quality to that produced by the AMR-WB codec at 16kHz. Our upsampling method produces "HD-Voice"-quality audio from standard telephony-quality and GSM-quality audio, showing promise that our approach for audio super resolution is feasible for improving audio quality in existing telephony systems. For future work, other architectures, such as WaveRNN, can be evaluated on the same task to improve computational efficiency.
